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Attention: Simple Point And Click Tool Instantly Reveals The Search Engine Ranking Data You Need To

Rise To The Top! Discover ... "How To Quickly and Easily Uncover The Search Rankings of Any Site You

Want In A Flash So You Can Dominate The Results!" Effortlessly Find-Out The Keywords You're Already

Ranked For And The Best Ones You Want To Target So You Get Higher Rankings, More Often! Most run

their web businesses in the dark. They make decisions without all of the facts they could be easily using.

Prime among these under-used information goldmines are the search engine results. By studying the

search rankings, you can uncover: * The best terms to write your content around (so you can claim prized

rankings and rake-in gobs more free search engine traffic), * What tactics your competitors are using to

rise to the top of the search engines results (how are they getting links pointing to their sites?) * Which

partners in your market should you approach to promote your products (those on top, often have the most

to offer). Of course, the biggest reason most people don't use this information is that sorting through all of

results for the keywords in your market takes days or weeks of work. Instead, what you need is.... A

Shortcut To Reveal The Search Engine Ranking's Fast! Let me introduce you to "Google Rank Analyzer."
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This new tool gives you the run-down for the web page rankings of any site you want based on the

keywords of your choice. This data is vital for anybody that does any serious online marketing. Use it to

uncover the most profitable terms for search engine optimization and partners that send you links or

endorsements! Simply stated, it's you secret weapon to rapidly uncover the valuable search engine data

your business needs to thrive with click-button ease! The result is more money in your pockets because

you now have what you need to make smart business decisions. After all, it only takes a single top search

ranking or partner to equal thousands of dollars in new sales. Here's The Full Range of Benefits You Get:

Quickly and easily evaluates the level of competition for any given search term to increase your

percentage of terms you get ranked for! Your content is virtually never going to be wasted because you

failed to pick the right term to optimize it for. Uncovers quality link partners to send your search rankings

through the roof! You're finding link partners Google already loves! Saves you time sorting results by

allowing you to define how many pages deep into Google you want to search for your rankings. You only

spend your time only on the caliber of partner sites you want to deal with! Pops-out results quickly so you

can get your work done without having to wait forever to get the information you need! It would take hours

on end if you looked-up this information manually. Separates the final results into the keywords or search

phrases used in your query, the position and exact page that appears on Google, the title and description

of the page, and the URL address listed on Google. You get all of the essential data you need in a central

place so your time is more productive! Gives you the complete run-down of any site you want with one fell

swoop using the ability to input multiple keywords for every site you want to look-up. Google Rank

Analyzer is a simple, yet powerful way to give you the results you need to make profitable decisions

quickly and easily! Evaluate potential partners, affiliates, and competitors to get an inside look of what

they have to bring to the table! You now know how much to offer in commissions or what you're up

against when you're competing for top rankings! Plus, much more! User Guide Simply put,.. If You're In

The Dark About Search Engine Rankings, You're Losing A Fortune In Lost Profits! Just think about how

many times you're going to use Google Rank Analyzer in a week. Whenever you want to check-up on a

partner, competitor, or your own sites, the information you need is there. As a result, you make more

money because you have the data needed to make smart decisions required for your business to thrive!

Of course, you may be wondering how much the investment is for your copy? The answer is far less than

you may think, only $27. This is practically nothing compared to how much it makes you.
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